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ORDER LINK * The software in this package is
subject to the terms of the End User License
Agreement provided with the software or found
on the Nintendo Website located at For direct
links to the Nintendo Website, see * NOTE:
Nintendo assumes no responsibility for the
accuracy of the DLC content. It is possible that
the name and/or description of the DLC content
may differ from what is listed on the Nintendo
Website. * Nintendo assumes no responsibility
for unauthorized downloading of DLC content. It
is your responsibility to ensure you download the
DLC content only from official sources. *
Nintendo assumes no responsibility for any
unauthorized use of DLC content. It is your
responsibility to ensure you obtain permission to
use the DLC content from the rightful owner. *
The support period for the DLC content may vary
from title to title. Please refer to the specific title
for details. * Nintendo assumes no responsibility
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for the DLC content that may become lost or
damaged, or for any failure to receive DLC
content. * DLC content may become outdated
from time to time. This may include incorrect
descriptions of DLC content or changes in
content or functionality. This DLC content will be
updated to reflect any changes. * Nintendo
assumes no responsibility for any unauthorized
use of DLC content. It is your responsibility to
ensure you obtain permission to use the DLC
content from the rightful owner. * Nintendo
assumes no responsibility for any unauthorized
use of DLC content. It is your responsibility to
ensure you obtain permission to use the DLC
content from the rightful owner. * Nintendo
assumes no responsibility for any unauthorized
use of DLC content. It is your responsibility to
ensure you obtain permission to use the DLC
content from the rightful owner. * All DLC
content can be used after the end of the official
support period unless otherwise specified. * DLC
content can be shared, but Nintendo assumes no
responsibility for any unauthorized use of DLC
content. It is your responsibility to ensure you
obtain permission to use the DLC content from
the rightful owner. * Nintendo assumes no
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responsibility for any unauthorized use of DLC
content. It is your responsibility to ensure you
obtain permission to use the DLC content from
the rightful owner.

Elden Ring Features Key:
A powerful fantasy story The largest fantasy role-playing game (RPG) where you will
embark on an epic epic adventure among mythical beasts and discover the secrets of the
Lands Between, comes the Sixth Edition of the Elden Ring series
Creating your own unique character Elden Ring is an RPG with a three-stage development
system that offers variety of choices and options for character creation and development.
You can freely change the appearance of your avatar and the basic appearance of your
character
Forging your destiny An exciting story begins where you can create your own unique
character. The grand character creation function offers you the opportunity of choosing
your destiny
Power of “The New Fantasy” a new anime-like graphics and a new simplified combat
system. With this, combat is made much more fun using an easy to use button system.
Players can enjoy an exciting gameplay in all areas, and not only at the initial stages.
Breathtaking World of Fantasy A Lands Between whose vast expanse is packed with
themes and elements that will deeply draw you into its lush world and mythology
An Epic Drama Born of a Myth The Myth is about to come alive. You will believe in the
legend and witness the death of gods and creation of new gods, with a melodious
soundtrack. All of this will be made more dramatic by mysterious and time-hopping
dialogues.
A Lands Between for Hardcore Players Have you seen various kinds of beast and
monsters? Can you confirm that the one in front of you is actually a terrifying, terrifying
monster? You will find what you are looking for in the open world. A wide range of quest
maps is always available for you!

Display Mode 2

The Elden Ring legend is based on the classic fantasy novel series, The Adventures of
Sinbad. The classic illustrations of the cover image are recreated in this edition as a new
adaptation for the animation. The animated image brought forth the novel's technical expression.

Online Play

Elden Ring is a game designed to be 
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• Story Mode: The War The War to wipe out the evil
Magic Lord. • Tutorial Mode The tutorial mode will
help you play through the initial stages of the game.
• The Actions of Each Character The actions of each
character will provide you with useful information. •
User-Friendly Features The user-friendly features of
the game will provide smooth, pleasant game play. •
The End of the War Online Play: • Autonomous Party
Play In the online party play, you can party up with
up to 3 friends anytime, anywhere, from anywhere. •
Fight alongside the Crowd ----------------- * When you
sign up, we will provide you with a coupon code
which will be used to grant you "royalty" points for
certain actions. * You can easily purchase additional
points with GOLD used in the Gold Shop. Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the
power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord
in the Lands Between.  • Overview * Some
information may appear in italic. A vast world where
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open fields with a variety of situations and huge
dungeons with complex and three-dimensional
designs are seamlessly connected. As you explore,
the joy of discovering unknown and overwhelming
threats await you, leading to a high sense of
accomplishment. -A world where three areas are
connected in a seamless progression-A wide variety
of RPG elements-An interesting story with an epic
and exciting narrative-A highly detailed graphics
based on the Unreal Engine 4-An online multiplayer
that allows you to directly connect with others and
travel together-An online asynchronous element that
allows you to feel the presence of other users-An
intuitive interface that is easy to use-A fun action
gameplay that encourages users to progress and
enhance their game experience-Easy to adjust
settings and customize to meet your own
preferences-A Rune System to acquire skill-based
weapons and a variety of spells-A very fast-paced
gameplay style-A clear and concisely written
storyline-A map with a three-dimensional design-A
detailed event log to monitor the current status of
various events, with a timeline that moves forward-A
storyline that can be finished in multiple routes,
depending on the choices you make-An easy-to-use
character customization function and weapon
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exchange system-A character attribute change

What's new:

Our hunting party was riding across the grassy plains in
search of food. It was a quiet morning. All of the seats on my
horse were occupied, but not by me. I shrugged my shoulders
and watched in boredom as a hiss of wind swept across our
group. The blanket of grass swayed and parted to reveal a
tall shaft of light through the sky, marking the arrival of a
beautiful white moon. "Oh oh," I said, "Looks like it's going to
rain. Let's move on, before we get caught underfoot."

"What'd ya get?" I heard someone ask. I walked over to a man
sitting on a haystack. "What is your origin?" he asked me.

"Animal, almost ant-like life," I responded. He asked some
more questions, but I was going in circles and needed some
help.

I decided to fast-forward. Life is good.

Moderator: InformationPlease keep your local area post
relevant: Wrong god, wrong factor, wrong class. This includes
differentiating which factor, and class you must chose to,
reclass as needed, then telling us which you chose. Repeat
use of same >correctedNo introductions are necessary; I am
too busy roaming to care. It is the morning, just barely
morning. I create my party of game lore, and if I don't like
them, I'll most likely have to relearn where I'm coming from.
Charming Brawler: Coda of Charisma (+1),Level 8, Devotion to
violence, Duelist, Refiner Man. 
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Poor Brawler. Beyond prejudice against your society, the
keeper of your stat must be raised to a minimum of 8, and
that has been the case since the ability was introduced. I
mean, your stat is NOT overtly tied to your specialty. (BTW,
Refiner Man, since you charge points to Increase, why not
raise your INT and POINTS?) 

If it is any consolation, Brawler, these are obviously the
better stats. I've got 2 $ 
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1. Run the game and choose the option to play
as Tarnished, select the Baldric option 2. The
game will automatically choose a random map
and city; select the Redmoon option. 3.
Complete the first mission 4. The game will
automatically choose a random map; select the
Inventory option. 5. Gain experience points for
battling and perform quests. 6. At the
Inventory screen, enter the Union Mission
screen. 7. Go to the world map of the Lands
Between and select the "Main Quest" and then
the "Adventure" tab. 8. Complete the Union
Mission 9. Enter the Prontera City via the main
screen. 10. Go to the map and speak to the
person in the coach marked "Phoenix". 11. Talk
to the person in the tent marked "Morgan" and
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click on "Red Wizard." 12. Talk to the person
by the statue marked "Elder" and accept the
quest. 13. Talk to the person marked "Jason"
and click on "Tarnished". 14. Enter the the
person marked "Yennefer" and click on "". 15.
Talk to the person marked "Vampire" and click
on "". 16. The game will automatically pick a
random map; select the "Fragment" option. 17.
Travel to the mission marked "Vampire" and
perform this mission. 18. When you gain
enough experience points, you can talk to
Jason again and click on the "". 19. If you do
not have enough experience points to go on
the "Adventure" screen, you can talk to the
person marked "Jason" and click on "". 20. Go
to the map and talk to the person in the coach
marked "Phoenix". 21. Talk to the person
marked "Morgan" and click on "". 22. Go to the
Redmoon map and talk to the person in the
coach marked "Phoenix". 23. Talk to the
person marked "Morgan" and click on "". 24.
Go to the Inventory and select the "Main
Quest" and then "Adventure" tab. 25.
Complete the Fragment Mission 26. Talk to the
person in the tent marked "Morgan" and click
on "". 27. Talk to the person marked "Jason"
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and click on "". 28
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